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ABSTRACT: Enzymes and motor proteins are dynamic macro-
molecules that coexist in a number of conformations of similar
energies. Protein function is usually accompanied by a change in
structure and flexibility, often induced upon binding to ligands.
However, while measuring protein flexibility changes between active
and resting states is of therapeutic significance, it remains a challenge.
Recently, our group has demonstrated that breadth of signal
amplitudes in measured electrical signatures as an ensemble of
individual protein molecules is driven through solid-state nanopores
and correlates with protein conformational dynamics. Here, we extend
our study to resolve subtle flexibility variation in dihydrofolate
reductase mutants from unlabeled single molecules in solution. We first demonstrate using a canonical protein system,
adenylate kinase, that both size and flexibility changes can be observed upon binding to a substrate that locks the protein in
a closed conformation. Next, we investigate the influence of voltage bias and pore geometry on the measured electrical
pulse statistics during protein transport. Finally, using the optimal experimental conditions, we systematically study a series
of wild-type and mutant dihydrofolate reductase proteins, finding a good correlation between nanopore-measured protein
conformational dynamics and equilibrium bulk fluorescence probe measurements. Our results unequivocally demonstrate
that nanopore-based measurements reliably probe conformational diversity in native protein ensembles.
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Proteins are known to undergo dynamic structural
interconversion, rather than a static singular structure
that is typically obtained from crystallography.1 Local

and collective motions of residues and subdomains in the
proteins result in an ensemble of energetically similar
conformational states. To complement static structural
information from X-ray crystallography, alternative experimen-
tal techniques provide overwhelming evidence that protein
elasticity, or flexibility, plays a fundamental role in protein
activity such as enzyme catalysis,2 signal transduction,3

immunoglobulin interaction,4 and intracellular protein quality
control.5,6

Various techniques have been developed and utilized to
probe protein flexibility. Fourier transform infrared spectros-
copy (FTIR) and circular dichroism (CD) assess protein
flexibility by probing changes in secondary structures7 induced

by a protein modification, a mutation, or a change in the
protein chemical environment. The kinetics of hydrogen/
deuterium (H/D) exchange upon protein exposure to
deuterated solvent, probed using FTIR spectroscopy, is a
useful probe of protein flexibility.7,8 X-ray crystallography, a
method capable of providing high-resolution protein structures,
can access protein conformational ensemble information by
providing snapshots of alternative crystal forms.9 NMR
provides atomistic detail of molecules in their crystalline and
solvated states at fast time resolutions.10 While NMR data can
probe protein flexibility,11−13 NMR spectra exhibit low
resonance intensity for proteins with highly flexible structures,
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such as a molten globule state.8 Fluorescence assays in solution
can also be used as probes of protein flexibility. For example,
bis-1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonate (bis-ANS) has been de-
veloped as a standard fluorophore for identifying a molten
globule state and for assessing protein flexibility in
solution.14−17 Weber and co-workers reported in 1969 that
bis-ANS fluoresces intensely in hydrophobic environments,
while less so in aqueous environments.14,15 This results in an
intense bis-ANS fluorescence in hydrophobic pockets of
proteins, especially those with loose tertiary structure.5,16,17

Single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(smFRET) has also been reported to gauge protein flexibility
by analysis of the distribution of FRET values.18,19 Potential
challenges with single-molecule labeling are that (1) consid-
erable design and control experiments are needed to dual-label
a protein such that dye−dye interactions and dyes’ impact on
protein are minimized, and (2) orthogonal chemical approaches
are required for dual labeling, which can require non-native
amino acid replacements to the protein. Due to our limited
understanding of the relationship between protein flexibility
and protein function, it remains a formidable yet worthwhile
challenge to probe intrinsic protein flexibility, preferably
without having to chemically modify the protein.8,20

Recently, nanopore-based resistive-pulse sensing has
emerged as a useful and versatile technique for label-free
single-molecule detection.21−26 In a typical setup, a pair of
electrodes is used to apply a potential across the nanopore,
which results in a steady-state ion current baseline. Stochastic
capture and transit of macromolecules through the pore

produces a set of current pulses, the characteristics of which
are used to determine the analyte properties. Synthetic
nanopores, due to their increased robustness and tunable
geometry, have expanded the diversity of analytes to include
large macromolecules in their native state. Detection of nucleic
acids,27−30 proteins,31−48 and biomolecular complexes49−54

have been demonstrated. Recently, our group has suggested
that the breadth of fractional blockades increases with more
flexible proteins by measuring a set of proteins with different α-
helix (flexible) to β-sheet ratios. Full-width at half-maximum
(fwhm) values obtained from Gaussian fits to the fractional
blockade histograms could be an indicator of protein
flexibility,55 potentially expanding the repertoire of applications
of solid-state nanopores in protein analysis.
Here, we demonstrate the ability of solid-state nanopores as a

label-free, low-cost metric to probe protein flexibility based on
blockade distributions. We first explore a protein system in
which conformation and flexibility changes in adenylate kinase
(AdK) are induced by binding a lock substrate. AdK is an
abundant nucleoside monophosphate (NMP) kinase that
catalyzes the reversible conversion of adenosine mono-
phosphate (AMP) and ADP to ATP,56 to which a
bisubstrate-mimicking inhibitor, diadenosine pentaphosphate
(Ap5A), binds with high affinity.57−59 We combine pressure-
driven flow and an opposing voltage bias60,61 to retard transport
and allow efficient detection of both the free and substrate-
bound protein states, showing that both states can be resolved
in terms of conformation and relative flexibility. Next, essential
protein dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) originated from

Figure 1. Pressure-driven protein transport. (A) Schematic (not-to-scale) that depicts our setup, in which feedback control between pressure-
regulated air (PHi) and atmospheric air (PLo) produces an overhead air pressure atop a sealed cis chamber of a nanopore cell. Prior to sealing,
a solution that contains a protein sample is introduced to the cis chamber, and an electrode is placed in contact with the solution. Set pressure
(ΔP) produces volume flow across the pore toward the trans chamber, and an opposing electric field electrokinetically retards protein flow.
The dashed arrows represent pressure-driven (vP) and electrokinetically driven (vE) velocities whose shape was determined from finite-
element simulations. A TEM image of a 7 nm diameter silicon nitride (SiN) nanopore is shown above the schematic (scale bar = 5 nm). (B)
Color contour plot of a three-dimensional finite-element COMSOL simulation of the net velocity profile around an hourglass-shaped
nanopore (dp = 7 nm, heff = 7 nm) with ΔP = 2 atm and V = +50 mV, the latter producing electro-osmotic flow from trans to cis. (C) Velocity
plots along the pore profile at z = 0, the narrowest pore constriction, obtained for various conditions from the COMSOL simulation (0.4 M
KCl, pH 8). Positive velocities imply flow from the cis chamber to the trans chamber. (D) Concatenated sets of analyzed AdK translocation
events obtained under various indicated conditions (data digitally low-pass-filtered to 100 kHz in this presentation). (E) Extracted drift
velocities (ν) as a function of absolute values of applied voltage |V| for AdK transport using pressure-driven (V > 0, P > 0) and electrically
driven (V < 0, P = 0) modes. Dashed lines are linear fits to the data, extrapolated to the range of the plots.
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Escherichia coli and Chlamydia muridarum is probed as a
prototype. DHFR plays a key role in the process of cell
proliferation by reducing dihydrofolic acid to tetrahydrofolic
acid, which is essential for urine and thymidylate62 and
becomes an attractive pharmaceutical cancer target.63 We
systematically study the effect of pore geometry and applied
voltage on the signal for wild-type DHFR, which allows us to
find the range of conditions in which pore-to-pore measure-
ments provide consistent results. Finally, using the optimal
nanopore geometry we explore the DHFR mutants with known
relative flexibilities based on bulk bis-ANS fluorescence
measurements,6 finding a linear correlation between fwhm
obtained from nanopore experiment and bis-ANS fluorescence
intensity. Our results further highlight the promise of
nanopores as label-free, simple probes of the impact of ligand
binding on protein dynamics, as well as sequence-dependent
protein flexibility.

RESULTS
Pressure-Assisted Transport of Adenylate Kinase.

Figure 1A depicts the essential features of our experimental
setup. An electron-beam fabricated nanopore was produced on
a freestanding 20-nm-thick silicon nitride (SiN) membrane that
is supported by a 5 × 5 mm2 Si chip. The chip was mounted on
the bottom of a sealable polyether ether ketone (PEEK)
chamber using a quick-curing elastomer glue, as previously
described.64,65 The chamber was placed inside a cup that served
as a trans chamber, and both chambers were then filled with
0.40 M KCl and 1 mM EDTA electrolyte solution buffered at
pH 8 using 10 mM Tris. After injecting a sample of interest to
the cis chamber, the chamber was sealed and connected to a
computer-controlled pressure regulator, which uses feedback
electronics to maintain a pressure gradient ΔP by balancing two
valve inputs, one being house-compressed air at ∼6 bar air
pressure (PHi) and the other being atmospheric air (PLo). Two
Ag/AgCl electrodes inserted into the cis and trans chambers
were connected to a high-bandwidth Chimera Instruments
VC100 current amplifier system,44,55 and voltage bias was
applied to the trans chamber, keeping the cis chamber as the
ground electrode. The scheme shows the most elaborate case in
which pressure and voltage are simultaneously applied in order
to provide opposing driving gradients: pressure-driven flow is
used to drive protein transport, and voltage-induced electro-
phoresis (and/or electro-osmosis) is used to retard transport
and gain signal. A simpler mode of transport in which only
voltage is used to drive protein transport, equaling ΔP = 0, in
which case νE is the dominant driving mode, is not shown here
for brevity.
Based on its amino acid contents, AdK is a negatively

charged protein (pI ≈ 5.76, qAdK ≈ −4.9e at pH 8.0). However,
using voltage-driven transport, translocation signals are only
observed at negative bias values, which suggests that the
dominant driving force for transport is electro-osmotic, rather
than electrophoretic.55,66 Hence, in our pressure-driven trans-
port experiments, an applied positive voltage is used to
electrokinetically retard transport, against the pressure-driven
volume flow. Simulation of the velocity profile inside the
nanopore under pressure flow and retarding the electric field
provides insight into the magnitude of velocities that is
obtained, as shown in Figure 1B (see also SI-1). The contour
plot shows the two-dimensional velocity (ν) profile inside and
near a 7 nm diameter nanopore at ΔP = 2.0 atm and V = +50
mV. A positive value of ν indicates flow from the cis (top)

chamber to the trans (bottom) chamber. Figure 1C displays the
calculated ν profile along the horizontal axis at the narrowest
nanopore constriction (z = 0) using V = 50 mV (electric field
only, green), ΔP = 2.0 atm (pressure only, blue), and ΔP = 2.0
atm with V = +50 mV (pressure-assisted, red). From these
results we see that pressure-driven flow at 2.0 atm (νP) results
in ∼4-fold greater velocities than electro-osmotic velocity at 50
mV voltage (νE).
Figure 1D compares concatenated sets of ion current traces

obtained from electrically facilitated (black) and pressure-
driven (blue) transport of AdK, respectively. While electrically
facilitated translocations appear as short and sharp pulses with
durations of 10−20 μs, pressure-assisted translocations are
longer (∼100 μs) and the events have higher amplitudes and
appear more pronounced. Figure 1E shows the drift velocities,
ν, extracted from fitting the dwell-time histograms to a 1D drift-
diffusion model44 for different AdK transport experiments
conducted on the same pore. Values of ν obtained from
pressure-driven translocations (νP‑E) are marked in blue and
correspond to voltages shown on the bottom axis, while values
obtained from electrically facilitated translocations (νE) are
marked in black, corresponding to voltages shown on the top
axis. As expected, velocities for pressure-driven transport
decrease for increasing retarding voltages, while electrically
facilitated transport results in increasing velocities with voltage.
While pressure-driven transport with opposing voltage can be
used to retard transport kinetics and improve the signal quality,
we found that translocations were rare for VE‑P > 70 mV,
possibly because of an insufficient driving force exerted on the
molecules. Similarly, electrically facilitated translocations were
not observed at voltages below |VE| < 125 mV, possibly due to
inefficient capture resulting from entropy-overcome failure.39,67

Discrimination of AdK-apo and AdK-Ap5A: Transport
Dynamics, Conformation, and Flexibility. After having
optimized the conditions for observing AdK transport, we
investigated the structural impact of AdK binding to a lock
substrate. AdK-apo, the substrate-free form of the enzyme,
consists of three domains, as shown in Figure 2A (left): (1) the
core domain comprising the central β-sheet with six
surrounding α-helices, shown in blue; (2) the AMP-binding
domain termed NMP, shown in green; and (3) a lid-like ATP-
binding domain termed LID, shown in gray. Ap5A, as a
bisubstrate-mimicking inhibitor of AdK, simultaneously occu-
pies both binding sites of ATP and ADP,57 locking the enzyme
tightly in a closed conformation (kd ≈ 450 nM).68 Figure 2A
also describes the conformational change of AdK-apo upon
binding Ap5A, where the “open form” closes to a “closed form”,
and the LID and NMP domains move inward to form a pocket
that holds Ap5A inside.58

Changes in transport dynamics upon AdK-apo binding to
Ap5A are revealed by changes in the values of drift velocities
(ν), capture rates (R), and diffusion coefficients (D), as shown
in Figure 2B−D, respectively (scatter plots for all experiments
are shown in Figure S2). First, we find that νP‑apo decreases with
retarding electric field (linear trendline shown as a dashed line),
while νP‑Ap5A increases with retarding electric field. A similar
trend was observed for the capture rates R (Figure 2C), in
which decreases in R were observed with retarding voltage for
AdK-apo and increases in R were observed for AdK-Ap5A.
These observations both point to the added charge of AdK
upon binding Ap5A: a more negative charge (qAp5A ≈ −5e)
shifts the electrokinetic balance from a dominantly electro-
osmotic retarding mechanism to an electrophoretic enhancing
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mechanism, such that a retarding voltage in AdK-apo is actually
an enhancing voltage in AdK-Ap5A, which leads to higher
capture rates and velocities with increasing voltages. Addition-
ally, values of D, shown in Figure 2D, are voltage independent
for both AdK-apo and AdK-Ap5A, for which the values were
0.79 ± 0.01 nm2/μs and 1.04 ± 0.04 nm2/μs, respectively. The
lower D for AdK-Ap5A is consistent with a more compact
protein structure. To gauge the relative size and conformational
flexibility of AdK, we analyzed the electrical pulse amplitude

statistics. Histograms of ΔI/I0 and corresponding Gaussian fits
for AdK-apo and AdK-Ap5A for pressure-driven transport with
retarding voltages of 50, 60, and 70 mV are shown in Figure
2E−G, respectively. Consistently, the mean ⟨ΔI/I0⟩ values of
AdK-Ap5A are lower than those of AdK-apo, indicating a
reduction in the protein’s globular size upon binding to
Ap5A.58 In addition, the distributions of AdK-Ap5A are visually
narrower than that of AdK-apo, indicating that the substrate-
locked state is conformationally less flexible. We found that the
ΔI/I0 data fit well to Gaussian distributions for all experiments,
and based on these fits we extracted the values of ⟨ΔI/I0⟩ and
fwhm, shown in Figure 2H and I, respectively. Throughout the
voltage range tested, we find a consistent value of ⟨ΔI/I0⟩ =
0.25 ± 0.01 for AdK-apo and 0.19 ± 0.01 for AdK-Ap5A,
respectively. Based on these values, hydrodynamic radii RH of
2.88 ± 0.2 nm for AdK-apo and 2.19 ± 0.2 nm for AdK-Ap5A
were calculated,44,55,69 highlighting the huge impact of the lock
substrate on the protein conformation.58 Further, the fwhm
values summarized in Figure 2I for AdK-apo (0.093 ± 0.012)
and AdK-Ap5A (0.059 ± 0.002) point to the more conforma-
tionally flexible structure of the free protein, as compared with
its lock-substrate complex. It should be noted that the fwhm
value of AdK-apo at 70 mV is relatively higher, and ⟨ΔI/I0⟩ is
slightly smaller, as compared to these values at 50 and 60 mV
and that the source of this deviation is not currently
understood.

Influence of Voltage and Pore Geometry on Protein
Pulse Statistics. Prior to our comparative study of a set of
DHFR mutants, we explored the influence of applied voltage
and pore geometry on the signal for the same protein, in this
case the dihydrofolate reductase mutant L28R originated from
E. coli. In the case of DHFR, a pressure/voltage combination
was not necessary to slow down transport, so instead we used
the traditional voltage-driven mode. In Figure 3A, we show
two-dimensional ΔI/I0 vs dwell time contour plots for the
DHFR mutant L28R driven through a dp = 4.3 nm, heff = 7 nm
pore at different voltages in the range −125 to −300 mV (0.35
M NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT, pH 8).
Similar to AdK, electro-osmosis rather than electrophoresis is
predominate in this case (qDHFR ≈ −9.7e at pH 8, pI ≈ 5.99).
Corresponding ΔI/I0 histograms are shown to the right of each
contour plot. While for the most part the ΔI/I0 distributions
appear similar, significant broadening is observed for voltages
above 225 mV, most likely due to an artifact arising from
bandwidth limitations51 (arrows in Figure 3A show artifactual
ΔI/I0 broadening for events below 4 μs). Figure 3B displays a
concatenated representative set of translocation events detected
at −125, −175, and −300 mV, in which the event durations
clearly decrease as voltage is increased. We fit the event
duration histogram using ∼exp(−x/τ) and found that
characteristic duration time τ is inversely proportional to the
applied voltage (see Figure S3). Figure 3C shows that the
diameter of the nanopore (dp) remains constant during the
experiment, as calculated from the open pore current using a
previously described equation.44 Figure 3D shows the values of
⟨ΔI/I0⟩ as a function of |V|, which also remain independent of
voltage (⟨ΔI/I0⟩ = 0.35 ± 0.02). Figure 3E shows that the
fwhm values slightly increase (∼20%) as a function of |V|,
clearly an artifact caused by the limited time resolution of our
measurements at high voltages, which results in clear
broadening of ΔI/I0 values. Another data set carried out for a
more flexible wide-type (wt) DHFR originated from C.
muridarum (see Figure S4) shows that fwhm values are voltage

Figure 2. Adenylate kinase (AdK) size and flexibility changes upon
binding to a lock substrate, Ap5A. (A) PDB-based cartoons
depicting the three subdomains of AdK, as well as its conforma-
tional change upon binding a lock substrate (structure of AdK-apo
from PDB ID 4AKE, structure of AdK-Ap5A from PDB ID 1AKE).
(B−D) Drift velocities (ν), capture rates (R), and diffusion
coefficients (D) as a function of retarding voltage (V) during
pressure-driven transport of AdK-apo (yellow markers) and Ap5A
(blue markers). (E−G) Fractional current blockade (ΔI/I0)
distributions of AdK-apo (yellow bars) and AdK-Ap5A (blue
bars) at ΔP = 2 atm for V = 50, 60, and 70 mV, respectively. (H, I)
Mean fractional current blockades ⟨ΔI/I0⟩ and fwhm’s extracted
from Gaussian fits to ΔI/I0 distributions for the experiments above,
respectively.
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independent in the range |V| = 200 to 300 mV. Overall, these
findings suggest for DHFR that lower voltages result in more
stable and reliable measurements, less prone to artifacts of time
resolution.
While we have found the measured pulse parameter statistics

to be stable as a function of voltage for a particular protein,
significant deviations were observed as a function of the pore
geometry. In Figure 4A−C we show 2D contour plots and
corresponding ΔI/I0 histograms, in which the data for wt
DHFR were acquired in three independent pores with
dimensions indicated as (dp, heff). The y-axis scales in Figure
4A−C were set to the same height (though not the same
values), in order to illustrate the impact of pore dimensions on
the distribution breadth. Clearly, dwell times also vary
significantly as a function of the pore geometry: For the (4.9,
5.8) pore in Figure 4B, events faster than ∼5 μs appear to be
distorting the contour plot, while in a thicker pore (5.1, 11.5),
shown in Figure 4C, the dwell times vary over 3 orders of
magnitude. A more detailed view of the effect of pore geometry
is shown in Figure 4D, where we detected wt DHFR using
eight pores of different geometry at different voltages (see

legend for voltage and pore identifiers). We find two distinct
populations, the first consisting of data points with average
fwhm’s of 0.114 ± 0.008 and the second containing data points
with fwhm values of 0.058 ± 0.011. What clearly bisects these
populations is the pore diameter, which was in the range of
4.2−4.6 nm for population 1, while being 4.9 to 7.4 nm in
population 2. For similar pore diameters and voltages, we find
that dwell times increase for thicker pores and that a finely
tuned pore diameter produces reproducible results, as shown in
the dashed circle for three pores in the range 4.2 < dp < 4.3 nm.

Figure 3. Voltage dependence on protein signal characteristics. (A)
Color contour plots of ΔI/I0 vs log dwell times (td) for
dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) mutant L28R at indicated
voltages. To the right of each contour plot is a normalized ΔI/I0
histogram (light blue bars) fit to a Gaussian distribution (dark blue
curve). (B) Representative concatenated sets of DHFR-E1 trans-
locations detected at −125, −175, and −300 mV (data low-pass
filtered to 250 kHz). (C−E) Pore diameters, mean fractional
current blockades, and fwhm values as a function of applied
voltage, respectively. Figure 4. Influence of pore geometry on DHFR signal character-

istics. (A−C) Color contour plots of ΔI/I0 vs log(td) for DHFR
mutant C7, as well as normalized ΔI/I0 distributions shown to the
right of each plot, obtained from nanopores with different
geometries indexed as (dp, heff) in each plot. The y-axis scales are
set to the same height (though not the same values). (D) Summary
plot of fwhm and mean td values obtained from eight different
nanopores at various voltages (coded by colors in the legend). Data
are bisected to two regions on the plot based on pore diameter,
which shows that 4.2−4.6 nm pores (green-shaded area) provide
consistent fwhm values, and in the range 4.2−4.3 nm, consistent
dwell times are obtained as well (dashed orange circle).
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Identifying this consistency range was critical for our
measurements of multiple proteins.
Conformational Flexibility of DHFR Mutants. After

identifying the experimental conditions under which we obtain
consistent nanopore results, we systematically studied the
flexibilities of different DHFR mutants and compared the
results to bis-ANS fluorescence intensity measurements, a good
metric for protein conformational flexibility (representative
current traces are shown in Figure S5). Specifically, we used
relative bis-ANS fluorescence intensity values recently
published for drug-resistant DHFR variants.6 Figure 5A
shows the binding pocket of DHFR in the view of the zoom-
in cartoon (PDB ID 5DFR). A total of nine DHFR mutants
originating from E. coli and C. muridarum were used here (the
sequences for wt DHFR originating from these two organisms

are shown in Materials and Methods), in which the mutated
residues are chosen within a short region in the binding pocket,
colored in red. Figure 5B shows the bis-ANS normalized
intensity of each mutant in an ascending order.6 The mutants
L28R, P21L, P21L/A26T, and A26T originated from E. coli
(labeled as E1, E2, E3, and E4, respectively), while the mutants
L30R, E28T/L30R, WT, P23L/E28T/L30R, and E28T
originated from C. muridarum (labeled as C5, C6, C7, C8,
and C9, respectively). These nine mutants were carefully
selected from a larger set of tested DHFR mutants, in order to
cover a wide range of bis-ANS values. Figure 5C displays the
typical ΔI/I0 histograms of mutants C7, C6, C5, and E4,
obtained from pore 1 (4.3, 9.0). Narrower distributions were
obtained for samples with smaller bis-ANS values; for example,
E4 has a tighter ΔI/I0 distribution than C7. For comparison,
the distribution of 1 kbp dsDNA for a pore with the same
dimensions is much tighter than for any of the proteins (fwhm
= 0.024 ± 0.01), indicating the relatively more robust double-
helical structure of DNA than proteins.70

In Figure 5D, we show a highly linear correlation between
fwhm values and normalized bis-ANS values by two
independent experiments from pore 1 (4.2, 9.0) and pore 2
(4.4, 7.0) with linear coefficient R2 = 0.93 for pore 1 and R2 =
0.95 for pore 2. It should be noted that a plateau appears at
large bis-ANS values, likely due to a limited range of flexibilities
that can be observed using nanopores in this diameter range, as
previously observed.55 Therefore, we omitted the last two
points for the linear fit. For comparison, in Figure 5E we
present data for a third pore with a diameter of 4.9 nm, as well
as a linear fit to the data (R2 = 0.04), which shows no
correlation between fwhm values and bis-ANS data due to
inadequate measurement time resolution. We note that while
using thinner pores provides a superior resolution, nanopores
fabricated in thin silicon nitride (SiN) do expand progressively
during the experiment.65 To avoid this influencing our
measurements, we repeated the protein measurements for the
data sets in different orders, which confirms that the data are a
reflection of protein behavior, rather than pore artifacts.

CONCLUSION
Proteins are life’s most sophisticated molecules because they
are capable of doing chemical and mechanical work in a highly
specific manner. In this work, we systematically demonstrate
that nanopores can be used to gain information about a
conformational ensemble of proteins that can be critical for
their function. Using a combination of nanopores of finely
tuned geometrical features,55 pressure−voltage competition to
slow down proteins,60,61 and high-bandwidth low-noise ion
current detection,44 we overcome the challenge of detecting
ultrafast protein transport43 to provide meaningful information
about unlabeled/untethered proteins in their native state. We
have shown here that AdK binding to a lock substrate, Ap5A,
results in a tighter and less dynamically flexible shape, as
evidenced by the current amplitude spike statistics collected
from passing ∼1000 molecules. Extensive conformational
dynamics in the free Adk protein were observed, indicated by
a large fwhm of the ion current signal distributions, while the
Ap5A-bound protein was found to be smaller and less flexible,
as consistent with small-angle X-ray scattering experiments.59

In order to study subtler changes in various DHFR mutants,
we performed an extensive study of the influence of applied
voltage and pore geometry on the protein signals. We found
that applied voltage minimally influences fwhm values, unless

Figure 5. Correlation of DHFR mutant conformational flexibilities
with bulk fluorescence data. (A) PDB-based cartoon of DHFR
(PDB ID 5DFR). The region for which we probed various mutants
is shown in red. (B) Bis-ANS fluorescence intensities (relative to wt
E. coli DHFR) for a set of nine DHFR mutants originating from E.
coli and C. muridarum, arranged in ascending order of bis-ANS
fluorescence, a reporter of protein flexibility. (C) Comparative
display of ΔI/I0 distributions and corresponding Gaussian fits for
mutants C7, C6, C5, and E4 (acquired at −100 mV from pore 1,
data filtered to 250 kHz), as well as 1 kbp double-stranded DNA for
comparison (acquired at 300 mV from a nanopore with the same
dimensions, filtered to 250 kHz). (D) Correlation between fwhm
values and bis-ANS data for two independent pores with indicated
geometric parameters, pore 1 (R2 = 0.93) and pore 2 (R2 = 0.95).
All data were low-pass filtered to 200 kHz. (E) Correlation between
fwhm values and bis-ANS data for pore 3 (R2 = 0.04), showing the
inadequate resolution of a larger pore.
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the signals are convolved with the limited time resolutions at
high driving forces (in this case a high voltage), in which case
overestimated values of fwhm are obtained.51 Similarly, using
pores that are too large, for example, degrades the signal
sensitivity to protein flexibility via fast transport times that are
difficult to detect reliably. Finally, we demonstrated using
optimum-shape nanopores a linear correlation between bis-
ANS fluorescence values from bulk measurements and
nanopore-based fwhm values. These results confirm that
conformational flexibility in proteins of similar primary
structure, which can vary substantially, can be efficiently
detected at nanomolar-level concentrations without any
chemical labels or chemistry applied to the protein, allowing
a rapid assessment of the impact of mutations in a protein on
its conformational diversity. Our label-free, fast, and straightfor-
ward approach that uses a solid-state nanopore-based sensor
could find uses in drug-screening applications,71 as well as in
deciphering paradigms in structure−flexibility−function corre-
lations, for example, activation pathways in allosteric proteins.72

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nanopore Fabrication and Measurement. The chips we used

here were 5 × 5 mm2 Si substrates preoxidized to form a 2.5 μm thick
thermal SiO2 dielectric barrier layer, onto which a 50-nm-thick
LPCVD low-stress SiNx film was deposited on both sides. After
photolithography and developing, a Technics Micro-RIE series 800
etcher was used to remove 50 nm of SiNx in a photolithographically
patterned region using sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (300 mTorr, 150 W),
and the 2.5 μm SiO2 was etched by a subsequent buffered oxide etch
consisting of one part 49% HF and six parts 40% NH4F (1:6 BOE).
Then a freestanding 50 nm SiNx membrane was formed after
anisotropic KOH (40% w/w, 70 °C) etching and exposing in 1:6 BOE
again to remove the other layer of 2.5 μm of SiO2 on the membrane.
The effective thickness of the freestanding SiNx membrane was
controlled by timed RIE with an etching rate of 9.0 Å/s prior to
drilling and calibrated by 1 kbp DNA translocation before the protein
detection experiment.
Nanopores fabricated using a transmission electron microscope

(JEOL 2010FEG, 200 kV) on a SiNx membrane were cleaned using a
hot piranha solution (1:3 H2O2/H2SO4), followed by several rinse
cycles using hot deionized water. After drying using nitrogen flow, the
chips were mounted in a homemade sealable cis chamber using a
quick-curing elastomer gasket (Smooth-on Ecoflex 00-35) to reduce
the capacitance to below 100 pF.64 For pressure-assisted experiments,
the cis chamber was sealed by connecting an air pressure inlet that is
pressure-regulated using a LabVIEW-based pressure-control system.
For electrically facilitated experiments (P = 0), the cis chamber was
kept open to the atmosphere.
AdK Production/Purification. Plasmid for human recombinant

AdK (pEAK91) was obtained from Magnus Wolf-Watz (Umea,
Sweden), followed by a standard purification method. Ap5A was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
AdK Conformational Change Experiment. The experiments

with AdK were carried out using 0.4 M KCl, 10 mM Tris, and 1 mM
EDTA electrolyte solution at pH 8. The homemade Ag/AgCl
electrodes equipped with each chamber were connected to a Chimera
Instruments VC100 amplifier system with a sampling rate of 4.17 MHz
for data collection.44 Calibration of the pore geometry was performed
by measuring blockade amplitudes using 1 kbp double-stranded DNA.
Then, proteins were added and mixed into desired concentration (125
nM) using a pipet in the cis chamber. A substantial number of protein
translocation events (n > 600) were collected, while continuously
monitoring the open current value to ensure that no significant pore
size changes occurred during the measurement. Ap5A was added to a
ratio of Ap5A:AdK = 10:1 before measuring the complex properties.
Data were collected using Chimera Instruments VC100 at a sampling

rate of 4.17 MHz, analyzed using Pythion (https://github.com/
rhenley/Pyth-Ion) after applying a digital low-pass filter of 150 kHz.

Purification of DHFR. DHFR variants + C-terminal His-tag were
overexpressed in E. coli BL21 cells transformed with pFLAG plasmids
and purified using chelating Ni-NTA columns followed by size
exclusion chromatography separation as described in ref 6. Reported
bis-ANS fluorescence intensity values are relative to wild-type E. coli
DHFR. The sequence of wt DHFR originated from E. coli is
M I S L I A A L A V D R V I G M E N A M P W N L P A D L A W -
FKRNTLNKPVIMGRHTWESIGRPLPGRKNIILSSQPG-
TDDRVTWVKSVDEAIAACGDVPEIMVIGGGRVYEQFL-
P K AQK L Y L TH I D A E V EGDTH F PD Y E PDDWE S V F -
SEFHDADAQNSHSYCFEILERRHHHHHH, while the sequence of
w t DHFR or i g i n a t ed f r om C . mu r i d a r um (C7) i s
M IQATG I VA IDPRGVMGGAGKLPWNYPEDLRF F S -
ETIQDHPIIMGRKTWESLPDRYKCGRTVIVFSRQHSC-
AQG IW I S SLVEYEKLSLNSPFL IGGAELFDWFFQYN -
LLKSCFVTHIKREYQGDTFFPVERLSGWKRESVLKTEDFNIYH-
YENYANQNPGSHHHHHH.

Bis-ANS Fluorescence Assays for DHFR Mutants. Reported
bis-ANS fluorescence intensity values are relative to wild-type E. coli
DHFR.6 We monitored the bis-ANS fluorescence intensity change
during proteolytic degradation with a set of E. coli DHFR mutants (see
Figure S6) and performed fluorescence-based bis-ANS titrations of
three DNFR variants (see Figure S7), showing that bis-ANS
fluorescence intensity data reflect the proportion of highly flexible
intermediates in solution.

Detection of DHFR Mutants. DHFR mutants were detected in
0.35 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, and 10 mM DTT electrolyte
solution at pH 8 (DDT was used to inhibit protein aggregation). Data
were collected using a Chimera Instruments VC100 at a sampling rate
of 4.17 MHz, analyzed using Pythion after applying a digital low-pass
filter of 250 kHz.
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